
House Notes: 

The house has insulated vinyl on it’s exterior and entryway.  The windows are relatively new 
and already have sunlight reflection, so if more light is needed, the privacy screens attached to 
each window can be removed.


The entrance corridor has Italian plaster in deep wine.  The large accent wall is also in Italian 
plaster in deep wine, with remainder walls in ocean blue.


The ceiling above the living room and bedroom #2 have been slightly lowered to allow for a 
high number R factor material to retain cool and repeal heat.


The kitchen’s ceiling was significantly lowered and an archway was added to create a 
separation between the living room.


A drink refrigerator took the place of the dishwasher.


Bedroom #1 (red color) was used as a music and collections room with built-in display cases 
that went with the previous owner.  The garage lumber collection should have enough base-
board material to finish that room if needed.


Bedroom #2 was used as a hobby room; hence the built in (yet can be removed) work table 
and it also houses a gun safe in it’s closet.


Although the house has burglar bars the ones in the master bedroom and bedroom #3 have 
unique escape rapid ready access.  They cannot be accessed from the outside.


Even though the master bedroom is on the smaller size a queen size bed can fit easily.  The 
previous owners had a king size bed in the room.  The added benefit of a loft in the bedroom 
with it’s library style ladder has plenty of room to house a home office and books in it’s small 
raised library nook.  The step up to the book case section houses main heating and air-
conditioning ducks. The round window makes looking out to the sunrise quite lovely.

The hoist on the ceiling can be used to carry heavy items (desk perhaps) to the loft.


There is a custom panel to cover the fireplace during the hot months and can be removed to 
light a fire.


The garage door is also insulated to keep heat/color at bay but does not have an opener.


The attic over the garage has been finished for instant storage and can be accessed via the 
pull-down staircase.


The heating unit can be accessed via the interior hall-way pull-down staircase.


Extra filters for the main unit (bedroom hallway) and Master Bedroom wall can be found in the 
garage shelving units.


Note that the water heater has a programable timer to conserve electricity during the times the 
owners are at work.


An added bonus is the whole house built-in generator powered by the propane tank.  The unit 
starts to run within 2 minutes of loss of electric power.  In order to conserve power in extreme 
types of storms or hurricanes, the stove is not powered by the generator.




The generator can keep the house powered for several weeks and months depending on the 
propane tank capacity.  Proper maintenance by the “Power Up” company is encouraged.  The 
propane tank can only be filled if it is lower than 80%.


This April the generator had a new battery installed and oil change along with a few other 
needed items.  The unit runs once a week for 5 minutes to test the system.  The scheduled test 
date can be changed via the unit.


The lawn upkeep  is serviced by GreenUp for quarterly/seasonal feeding.  This year’s 
treatments have been paid for.


Jose Luis Cano, [281-965-7112} charges $30 (very cheap for size of corner lot) and mows 
every two weeks in the summer months and once a month during the winter months. No 
service for the back yard.


The Garden: 

The large orange tree is a Satsuma Mandarine that is freeze resistant. It’s fruit ripens during the 
winter months. There are two cumquat bushes with very sweet elongated fruits.


Also present there is a San Houston Peace tree (very light yellow) and blooms in the cool 
months and delivers fruit from May to June.  It needs to be pruned in height and sides.


A variegated lime is located next to the crepe myrtle, as well as an assortment of Easter Lillies, 
Surprise Lillies known as Red Licoris and Sage.  The two tall trees adjacent to the pond are 
Italian Lumbars. There are also assorted day Lillies.


The pond contains 3 pumps - one that provides the waterfall and two that filter.  All 3 require 
cleaning about once a month.  The pot in the water are purple iris saved from a construction 
site at Beltway 8 and Hwy 59.


The the limestone is from south Texas; some large limestone pieces were retrieved from Falcon 
Lake when it dried up several years ago.


The tall juniper bed houses a Strawberry Guava (which froze but is coming back) that produces 
nickel sized red fruits.  Other plants in that bed are Sage, Seashell Gingers, Pine Cone Gingers 
and Turks Cap.


There is an Earthbox growing system/containers in the back of the garden along with their 
respective trellis.  Please refer to earthbox.com to obtain replacement additives to amend the 
dirt.  The boxes can produce an abundance of peppers, tomatoes, green peppers, etc.


The large fig tree is a big producer and is known as Celeste and Honey fig. Underneath is an 
assortment of Amaryllis and Ditch Lillies. 


The vines growing from the pagoda are Coral Vine and Drummond Vines.  Both are very 
aggressive.


Plants alongside the west side of the house include, Astilbe, Birds of Paradise, Amaryllis, Blood 
Lillies, Drummond Vine, Pine Cone Gingers and several very old un-named figs whose fruit 
lasts longer than the Celeste Fig.  There is also a composter and water conserving system.


http://earthbox.com


The long east side bed houses several antique roses, along with Birds of Paradise, Red Licoris, 
Cryniums, Rose o’Sharon, Purple Iris, Turks Cap, giant Birds of Paradise and Hummingbird 
Bush and water conserving system.


There is a Rose o’Sharon by the garage door.


The front bed contains Junipers, Ditch Lillies, Knock-Out Roses, Firecracker Bush, Bottle 
Brush, Day Lillies, miniature daffodils, Astilbe, Licoris, Butterfly Weed, red Japanese Maple and 
Purple Iris.


Sidenote: 

The two large water conserving units are for emergency use.  A sump pump is required to have 
a higher volume of water dispersant and may be in the tool shed.


The two metal water containers are for conserving and watering the plants as needed.


The light switch on the inside of the back door controls the electricity for the conduit tube.


